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Bow of the Ivory Star in Halifax, Nova Scotia, 11 July 1974, after her collision with a “growler” in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The 612-foot-long vessel displaces 16,320 tons (8,964 tons net) and was carrying 700,000 bushels of grain. A human stands in the lower right of the hole. See page 7. [Wamboldt-Waterfield Photography Ltd., Halifax, Nova Scotia]
A Century of Chemical Progress

For nearly three decades following its formation in 1848, AAAS provided the principal "home" for the chemists of the United States—first through a Section of Chemistry and Mineralogy and then through a Section A subsection which later became Section C (Chemistry).

When nearly 100 chemists met at Northumberland, Pennsylvania, in 1874 to celebrate the centennial of Joseph Priestley's discovery of oxygen, discussions of a national chemical society took place. The plan fell through at the time, largely because of loyalty to AAAS and the belief of some that there never would be enough chemists in the land to sustain a healthy society. These discussions led, however, to establishment of the American Chemical Society (ACS), with 133 founding members, on 6 April 1876. The society has survived in such good health that this year, as it observes its 100th anniversary, it has attained a membership of more than 110,000. Moreover, throughout its first century, ACS has enjoyed a cooperative and mutually beneficial relationship with AAAS, of which it is an affiliate.

The society's phenomenal growth has paralleled the phenomenal development of American chemistry, which ACS has done much to stimulate. Dedicated to the "advancement of chemistry in all its branches," ACS from the start has made the rapid and wide dissemination of chemical knowledge one of its principal objectives. Its Proceedings, first published in 1876, became in 1879 the Journal of the American Chemical Society, which still flourishes today as part of a diversified family of journals, magazines, books, and secondary publications—notably Chemical Abstracts.

A second way in which ACS has promoted the diffusion of knowledge has been by its elaborate network of scientific meetings. With the aid of 175 local sections, in all parts of the country except Alaska, and 28 technical divisions serving all major fields of chemistry, ACS sponsors two national, ten regional, and more than 1000 local meetings each year.

For many years, ACS has made its members' expertise available to public officials dealing with problems affecting, or affected by, chemistry. More recently, the society's Committee on Chemistry and Public Affairs, supported by a staff department, has made significant contributions in this area. It was partly in recognition of this type of service that Congress conferred a national charter on the society in 1938.

The society also has worked through the years to strengthen the chemical profession itself, by exerting a constructive influence on chemical education and by helping chemists protect and enhance their professional status.

The centennial observance provides an exceptional opportunity to pursue another key ACS objective, that of increasing public understanding of the meaning and importance of the work of chemists and chemical engineers. The largest single centennial project is a traveling exhibit, supported by industry and designed to familiarize the public with the myriad ways in which chemistry improves the quality of everyday life. This exhibit will open in New York on 5 April during the ACS Centennial Meeting and later will visit some 14 other major cities over the next 3 years. A special commemorative stamp honoring the science of chemistry will be introduced at the Centennial Banquet on 6 April. At both the New York meeting and the 1976 fall meeting in San Francisco, technical programs of unequalled quality will be presented, with many outstanding foreign scientists partici- pating. Local sections will hold their own celebrations at various times during the year.

All who have helped plan the centennial celebration hope that the gains made in 1976 in scientific reporting, member participation, public relations, intersociety and international cooperation, and overall professional enthusiasm will be maintained as ACS enters its second century.—GLENN T. SEABORG, President, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C. 20036